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Classic Black Fire Bowl
https://shop.schiedel.com/uk/product/classic-black-fire-bowl/

Classic Black Fire Bowl

Please note that this will take you to our partner site: Maison Flair, where you can purchase this and other items.

This classic, shallow matt black outdoor fire bowl made of high-quality steel is perfect for those chilly evenings. Use a fire bowl as
an eye-catching centrepiece for cosy evenings in the garden or outdoor space. Ideal as an alternative to outdoor fire pits or
a garden fire pit. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This classic, shallow, matt black outdoor fire bowl made of high-quality steel is perfect for those chilly evenings. Use a fire bowl as
an eye-catching centrepiece for cosy evenings in the garden or outdoor space. It is ideal as an alternative to modern steel outdoor
fire pit. If you prefer an unusual design, take a look at our John and Vito Egg. 

Perfect if you are looking for a classic fireproof basin for burning wood or charcoal. A brilliant source of light and warmth, this
outdoor fire stand is a source of a lot of fun. Roast marshmallows and have fun with the family, young and old. 

The fire bowl is 72cm high, with a diameter of 82cm.
The bowl is 16cm at its deepest point.
Multi-functional, you can transform this dish into a BBQ with a simple grill. Place the grill over a low fire, then roast and grill
to your heart's content! 

The striking crisscross base sets this classic bowl apart. This sturdy and stable design weighs 14kg, making it easily portable. The
extra-thick high-quality 3mm steel makes this bowl durable. As a result, you can use your fire bowl in any season.

This classic black fire bowl is easy to empty or clean there is no special maintenance is required. The fire bowl is easy to assemble.
The result is an eye-catching and timeless outdoor fire bowl. Make your evenings last longer around this elegant focal point! Also
available in CORTEN steel.

https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-pit/solo-stove-ranger-fire-pit-kit-includes-stand/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-bowls/https-maisonflair-co-uk-fire-pit-john-vito-egg/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-pit/solo-stove-bonfire-kit-includes-stand/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-bowls/fire-pit-john-vito-egg/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-bowls/fire-bowl-grill/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-bowls/fire-bowl-grill/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/fire-bowls/classic-corten-fire-bowl/
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